Reconfigurable Peptide Nanotherapeutics at Tumor Microenvironmental pH.
Peptide nanomaterials have recently attracted considerable interest in the biomedical field. However, their poor bioavailability and less powerful therapeutic efficacy hamper their further applications. Herein, we discovered reconfigurable and activated nanotherapeutics in the tumor microenvironment. Two peptides, that is, a pH-responsive peptide HLAH and a matrix metalloprotease-2 (MMP2)-sensitive peptide with a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) terminal were conjugated onto the hydrophobic poly(β-thioester)s backbones to gain the copolymer P-S-H. The therapeutic activity of the HLAH peptide could be activated in tumors owing to its reconfiguration under microenvironmental pH. The resultant copolymers self-assembled into nanoparticles under physiological condition, with HLAH in cores protected by PEG shells. The moderate size (∼100 nm) and negative potential enabled the stable circulation of P-S-H in the bloodstream. Once arrived at the tumor site, the P-S-H nanoparticles were stimulated by overexpressed MMP2 and acidic pH, and subsequently the shedding of the PEG shell and protonation of the HLAH peptide induced the reassembly of nanoparticles, resulting in the formation of nanoparticles with activated cytotoxic peptides on the surface. In vivo experiments demonstrated that the reorganized nanoassembly contained three merits: (1) effective accumulation in the tumor site, (2) enhanced antitumor capacity, and (3) no obvious toxic effect at the treatment dose. This on-site reorganization strategy provides an avenue for developing high-performance peptide nanomaterials in cancer treatment.